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Keywords

Recent neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that both remembering the past and simulating the
future activate a core neural network including the medial temporal lobes. Regions of this network,
in particular the medial temporal lobes, are prime sites for amyloid deposition and are structurally
and functionally compromised in Alzheimer's disease (AD). While we know some functions of this
core network, specifically episodic autobiographical memory, are impaired in AD, no study has
examined whether future episodic simulation is similarly impaired. We tested the ability of sixteen
AD patients and sixteen age-matched controls to generate past and future autobiographical events
using an adapted version of the Autobiographical Interview. Participants also generated five remote
autobiographical memories from across the lifespan. Event transcriptions were segmented into
distinct details, classified as either internal (episodic) or external (non-episodic). AD patients
exhibited deficits in both remembering past events and simulating future events, generating fewer
internal and external episodic details than healthy older controls. The internal and external detail
scores were strongly correlated across past and future events, providing further evidence of the close
linkages between the mental representations of past and future.

Autobiographical; medial temporal lobes; prospection; specificity; fluency
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is characterized by the presence of amyloid plaques and
neurofibrillary tangles (National Institute on Aging, 1997; Khachaturian, 1985). Recent
neuropathology and neuroimaging work has determined that such pathology is initially focused
in a number of brain regions including the medial prefrontal and parietal cortices, as well as
lateral parietal and temporal regions (McKee et al., 2006). Amyloid deposition is correlated
with disrupted metabolic function, particularly in posterior temporoparietal regions (Buckner,
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et al., 2005; McKee et al., 2006). Atrophy is also correlated with this pathology, and has been
found to exist in medial prefrontal, medial and lateral parietal, and medial and lateral temporal
regions (Buckner et al., 2005). Notably, these regions comprise a neural network that supports
functions such as the default mode and episodic memory (Buckner et al., 2005). It is not
surprising then that episodic memory, including autobiographical memory for past
experiences, is disrupted early in AD (e.g., Addis & Tippett, 2004; Budson et al., 2007; Dorrego
et al., 1999; Greene & Hodges, 1996; Greene, Hodges, & Baddeley, 1995; Kopelman, 1989;
Leyhe, Muller, Milian, Eschweiler, & Saur, in press; Piolino et al., 2003; Sagar, Cohen,
Sullivan, Corkin, & Growdon, 1988).
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Recent neuroimaging work has extended the cognitive functions supported by this network,
demonstrating that these regions are not only robustly engaged when remembering past events
but also when imagining novel scenarios that might happen in future (e.g., Addis, Pan, Vu,
Laiser, & Schacter, in press; Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2007; Botzung, Dankova, & Manning,
2008; Hassabis, Kumaran, & Maguire, 2007; Okuda et al., 2003; Szpunar, Watson, &
McDermott, 2007, for review, see Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2007, 2008). Based on these
and related findings, Schacter & Addis (2007a, 2007b) put forward the constructive episodic
simulation hypothesis, which holds that in order to imagine a future event, one must extract
details from episodic memory and flexibly recombine them into a coherent simulation. As such,
representations of past and future events contain contextual, perceptual and other event details
stored in episodic memory, and rely on similar cognitive processes during construction (e.g.,
self-referential processing and imagery). It is these commonalities which are thought to result
in the striking overlap in neural activity when remembering and imagining (Schacter & Addis,
2007a, 2007b).
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The engagement of this common core network during both remembering and imagining in
healthy young adults leads to the prediction that the functional and structural compromise of
the network would be associated not only with deficits in remembering but also imagining.
Consistent with this prediction, patients with amnesia as a result of damage to regions in this
network exhibit not only difficulties with memory for past experiences but also imagining
novel experiences. One study found that four of five amnesic patients with damage to a critical
region in this network - the hippocampus - had difficulties imagining new experiences
(Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann, & Maguire, 2007). In particular, the descriptions of experiences
of these patients lacked the richness of detail and coherence that was evident in age-matched
control subjects. Moreover, patient K.C., who developed severe amnesia after a head injury
that damaged the medial temporal and frontal lobes, is also unable to envisage future events
(Rosenbaum et al., 2005; Tulving, 1985). Another amnesic patient, D.B., is also documented
as having deficits in both episodic memory and future thinking (Klein, Loftus, & Kihlstrom,
2002), however, the locus of brain damage in this case is not clear.
We have recently examined episodic memory and future simulation abilities in older adults
(Addis, Wong, & Schacter, 2008). The connectivity of the core network is disrupted with
increasing age, likely as a result of declines in white matter integrity (Andrews-Hanna et al.,
2007), and many regions comprising this network, such as the hippocampus, are atrophied in
healthy older adults. The degree of atrophy correlates with the decline in cognitive abilities
supported by the core network, such as episodic memory (Kramer et al., 2007). We asked young
and older adults to generate past and future events in response to cue words (nouns) and describe
the event in as much detail as possible for 3 minutes (Addis et al., 2008). Transcripts of events
were parsed into internal episodic details (i.e., episodic details internal to the central event
being described, e.g., visuospatial details, context, emotions and thoughts from the experience)
and external details (i.e., non-episodic information including semantic details). Older adults
generated fewer internal episodic details relative to younger adults. In contrast, there was no
evidence of an age-related deficit in the generation of external details; in fact, older adults
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produced significantly more external details than younger adults. Importantly, this pattern was
evident for both past and future events, and the internal and external detail scores were tightly
correlated across past and future events. Interestingly, the deficit in internal details correlated
with the integrity of relational memory (as assessed by recall of verbal paired associates),
supporting the idea that hippocampal function and the ability to integrate various details into
a coherent event is an important component of future simulation.
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As noted earlier, the core network exhibits further structural and functional compromises in
patients with AD; in addition to age-related structural changes, brain regions comprising this
network are characteristic sites of amyloid deposition (Buckner et al., 2005). Moreover,
patients with AD typically exhibit deficits, relative to healthy older adults, in functions
supported by this network, such as the episodic and semantic aspects of autobiographical
memory. For instance, Gilboa et al. (2005) found that in AD patients, episodic autobiographical
memory function was correlated with the volume of bilateral medial temporal regions and
anterior lateral temporal cortex. In contrast, semantic autobiographical memory was correlated
with volume of bilateral anterior and posterior lateral temporal cortex and right prefrontal
cortex. Numerous studies have examined the integrity of the episodic and semantic components
of autobiographical memory in AD, and most studies document some level of impairment in
one or both types of memory (e.g., Addis & Tippett, 2004; Budson et al., 2007; Dorrego et al.,
1999; Greene & Hodges, 1996; Greene et al., 1995; Kopelman, 1989; Leyhe et al., in press;
Piolino et al., 2003; Sagar et al., 1988).
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The majority of these studies have used the Autobiographical Memory Interview (AMI,
Kopelman, Wilson, & Baddeley, 1990) or autobiographical fluency (Dritschel, Williams,
Baddeley, & Nimmo-Smith, 1992). These tests probe episodic and semantic memory
separately, despite the fact that in natural discourse, personal semantic knowledge forms an
integral part of a description of an episodic event (Levine, Svoboda, Hay, Winocur, &
Moscovitch, 2002; Murphy, Troyer, Levine, & Moscovitch, 2008). Both measures assess
personal semantic memory by recall of names (the AMI also probes recall of addresses) from
various lifetime periods, while episodic memory is assessed by the recall of specific past events
from across the lifespan. It has been argued that these tests are unmatched in terms of difficulty,
sensitivity, content, and psychometric characteristics (Ivanoiu, Cooper, Shanks, & Venneri,
2006; Murphy et al., 2008). In an attempt to rectify this problem, one recent study of AD and
semantic dementia used a modified version of the AMI that had first been matched for difficulty
in control participants and included both cued and free recall measures of episodic and semantic
memory (Ivanoiu et al., 2006). The authors found that while AD patients exhibited deficits for
both episodic and semantic aspects of autobiographical memory relative to controls, they were
significantly less impaired on the semantic component relative to patients with mild and
moderate semantic dementia. Conversely, the episodic autobiographical memory impairment
was more severe for those with mild to moderate AD than those with mild semantic dementia.
Interestingly, though, patients with the most severe level of semantic dementia also exhibited
deficits on the episodic component of autobiographical memory, suggesting that severe
semantic impairments can affect the ability to recall episodic events. This deficit likely reflects
the fact that when describing past events, one typically provides both episodic and semantic
forms of information, woven together into a narrative. Thus, these standard measures of the
episodic component of autobiographical memory are likely contaminated by semantic memory
(Murphy et al., 2008).
The Autobiographical Interview (AI) was designed to overcome such limitations and allow
assessment of the episodic and semantic aspects of a narrative describing a specific past event.
Although this task has not yet been used to assess memory for past events in AD, it has been
used with patients characterized by amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (Murphy et al.,
2008). MCI refers to patients who likely have underlying neuropathology, are not cognitive
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normal, but do not meet criteria for dementia. MCI is thought to represent the transition stage
between normal aging and dementia. Indeed, studies suggest that approximately 70% of
patients given a diagnosis of MCI will go on to develop dementia (Petersen & Negash,
2008). Patients with the amnestic type of MCI are those individuals who show an isolated
memory impairment, are otherwise functioning well, and do not meet criteria for AD or other
dementia (Petersen et al., 2001). Most patients with amnestic MCI go on to develop AD
(Petersen & Negash, 2008). Results revealed that while amnestic MCI patients exhibited a
significant reduction in the number of internal episodic details comprising autobiographical
memories of past events, they also exhibited a significant increase in the number of external
semantic details relative to the control group for past events from across the lifespan (note,
however, that Leyhe et al. (in press) report declines in both episodic and semantic details of
recent autobiographical memories in MCI patients using the AMI). Interestingly, this pattern
of decreased internal and increased external details parallels findings with healthy older adults
relative to younger adults for both past (Addis et al., 2008; Levine et al., 2002) and future
(Addis et al., 2008) events.
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These findings suggest that when faced with deficits in the ability to generate internal details,
participants may, when describing episodic events, exhibit an increased reliance on external
semantic information if such information is available. Whether a similar pattern is also evident
even when pathological changes are more severe, as in AD, is an open question. On the one
hand, with the progression of neuropathology in AD beyond the medial temporal regions to
encompass lateral temporal regions, and the associated decline of semantic memory, there
could also be a decline in the production of both internal and external details when describing
past and future events. On the other hand, given the overproduction of external information in
the face of declining episodic memory in healthy aging and MCI, if a reduction in external
details is evident in AD patients, it likely will not be as severe as the decline in internal details.
We attempted to distinguish between these two possibilities in the present study, which as far
as we know is the first to examine future episodic simulation in AD. Using an adapted version
of the AI, we probed the ability of AD patients and healthy older controls to imagine future
events, as well as remember recent past events and remote past events from across the lifespan.
In line with the constructive episodic simulation hypothesis, and based on the tight
correspondence of past and future events previously documented in healthy older adults (Addis
et al., 2008), we expect similar patterns of decline across past and future events in AD patients.
Moreover, the amount of internal and external detail generated for past, future and remote
events should be strongly correlated.

Methods
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Participants
Sixteen patients with a diagnosis of mild AD as determined by the National Institute of
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke-Alzheimer's Disease and Related
Disorders Association criteria (NINCDS-ADRDA, McKhann et al., 1984) and sixteen agematched controls with no significant history of other neurological or psychiatric impairment
completed this study (demographic information is presented in Table 1). Participants were
excluded if they were characterized by having clinically significant depression, alcohol or drug
use, cerebrovascular disease, traumatic brain damage, or if English was not their primary
language. Patients with AD were excluded if their Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein,
Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) score fell below 20. Healthy older adults were excluded if they
had a first-degree relative with a history of AD, another neurodegenerative disorder, or
dementia. The groups did not differ significantly in age (p = .49), or education (p = .10). The
apparent difference in gender-ratio between the groups (Control group, 6 male/10 female; AD
group, 11 male/5 female) was not significant, χ2 (1, N=32) = 3.14 (p = 0.08). Consistent with
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a diagnosis of mild AD, MMSE scores were significantly lower in the AD group (p < .001).
Informed written consent was obtained in a manner approved by the Bedford VA Hospital
Institutional Review Board. Participants were given the option of completing testing either in
the laboratory or in their own home. Twenty-five participants (15 AD, 10 Controls) opted to
complete testing at home, while 7 participants (1 AD, 6 Controls) came into the laboratory.
One potential concern is that participants tested at home might perform at a higher level than
those tested in the lab because the home environment provides access to personal cues that
could aid episodic retrieval or simulation. Thus, the ANOVA analyses conducted on the AI
internal and external detail scores were also ran using “testing location” as the Between-Groups
variable to ensure that location was not responsible for any group effects.
Neuropsychological Testing Session
During an initial one-hour session, a battery of standard neuropsychological tests was
administered to assess various aspects of cognitive function including prospective memory,
immediate and delayed recall of relational memory, executive functioning and aphasic
impairments.
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The Cambridge Behaviour Prospective Memory Test (Groot, Wilson, Evans, &
Watson, 2002)—Participants were given a series of tasks consisting of 4 event-related tasks
(i.e. a certain task was to be carried out following a specified event) and 4 time-based tasks
(i.e. a certain task was to be carried out at a specified time) to be completed throughout the
testing session. Prior to instructions of the task, subjects were told that they could use anything
to help them remember to carry out the tasks (a sheet of paper and a pen were visible), but that
the instructions would not be repeated. The time-based tasks used in the present study were:
(1) closing an open notebook 3 minutes into the testing session; (2) reminding the experimenter
not to forget his keys after 15 minutes; (3) asking for a copy of the newspaper after 20 minutes;
(4) writing the date on a pad of paper after 20 minutes. The event-based tasks used were: (1)
placing a computer case on the floor when an alarm set for 5 minutes rings; (2) changing pens
after completing the fourth test; (3) giving an envelope with a message written on it to the
experimenter when he says “there are 10 minutes left”; note this instruction was given after
the alarm rang; (4) reminding the experimenter of the five hidden objects when he tells the
subject that the testing session was over. One point was given for each task successfully carried
out at the correct time (time score) or after the correct event occurred (event score).
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In addition, five objects were shown to the subject and hidden (1) phone cord placed inside a
computer case; (2) white out placed inside experimenter's pocket; (3) paper clip placed under
experimenter's chair; (4) breath mints placed inside experimenter's back-pack; and (5) envelope
moistener placed underneath testing table. At the end of testing, the subject was required to
recall the identity of the objects (object score - one point for each remembered object) and
where it was hidden (object score - one point was given for each remembered location).
Standard Neuropsychological Tests—A number of standard tests were administered in
the following order: (1) Verbal Paired Associates I (VPA-I); (2) Verbal Paired Associates II
(VPA-II); Trail Making Test - Part A (TMT-A); (4) Trail Making Test - Part B (TMT-B); (5)
Phonemic (FAS) Fluency; (6) Boston Naming Test - Short Form (BNT-15); (7) the Consortium
to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease (CERAD) word list memory tasks (Recall,
Delayed-Recall and Delayed-Recognition); (8) MMSE. A filler task was used in between VPAI and VPA-II in order to provide the required time delay. To better characterize the control and
AD groups, semantic (category) fluency data (total score for animals, fruits and vegetables)
are also reported. However, it should be noted these data were not collected in the same session
as the other neuropsychological data, but were obtained from another neuropsychological
assessment conducted an average of 252 days (SD = 178 days) before or after the AI session.
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Famous Names—Three-alternative forced choice recognition task (Westmacott &
Moscovitch, 2002). During the delay between VPA-I and VPA-II, participants completed a
famous name recognition test to assess semantic memory. The famous names were the same
as those used by Westmacott and colleagues, which included entertainers, athletes, politicians
and other newsworthy people whose fame was of limited duration. In the present study, famous
Canadian names were removed as the current participants were American. Thus 20 famous
name recognition trials for each of 6 decades (1940s through 1990s) were administered. Each
trial comprised one famous name and two foil names matched for gender and ethnicity,
presented simultaneously on a computer screen. Trials from different decades were presented
randomly. Participants were asked to identify which of the three names belonged to a famous
person and the experimenter recorded the response using the keyboard. A recognition accuracy
score was calculated for each decade.
Adapted Autobiographical Interview (AI) Session
Approximately one week following neuropsychological testing, participants completed an
adapted AI session (Levine et al., 2002).
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(1) Past-Future AI task—The first AI task probed both past and future events (Addis et al.,
2008). Participants generated past and future events in response to cue words (Crovitz &
Schiffman, 1974). We provided a guideline for the temporal distance of events to be within
the past or next few months in order to encourage similar temporal distances for past and future
events, especially given that for past events, older adults could sample from an entire lifetime
but could not do the same for future events. Five past and five future event trials were
completed. All trials for one temporal direction (past or future) were completed before
beginning the trials for the other temporal direction. Conditions were blocked in this manner
to reduce load and facilitate older adults' understanding of the instructions for each condition.
The order of presentation of condition was counterbalanced, resulting in two versions of the
task (past then future; future then past). Two lists of five cue words (see Appendix A1) cycled
through past and future conditions, resulting in four counterbalanced versions of the past-future
AI task. Participants were randomly assigned to one of these versions. Although the order of
presentation of condition was counterbalanced across subjects, and the word list cycled through
conditions, the presentation of cue words within a condition was random.
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(2) Remote Memory AI Task—Participants then completed a remote memory AI task; this
condition always followed the past-future task due to a concern that this remote memory AI
task might affect the results of the past-future AI task. For the remote memory AI task,
participants were asked to generate an event from each of five lifetime periods (early childhood,
up to 10 years old; teenage years, 11 to 18 years old; early adulthood, 19 to 35 years old; middle
adulthood, 36 to 55 years old; recent adulthood, 55 to 65 years old). As with the past-future
AI task, a cue word was provided on every trial to facilitate memory retrieval. Two versions
of this AI task were created: one where the order of lifetime periods ascended from childhood
to recent adulthood; and one where the order of lifetime periods descended from recent
adulthood to childhood. Two lists of five cue words cycled through these two versions, resulting
in four partially-counterbalanced versions of the remote memory AI task (see Appendix A2).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of these versions.
Stimuli—Cues for the past-future and remote memory AI tasks comprised twenty nouns high
in concreteness (M = 6.87, SD =0.19), imageability (M = 5.86, SD =.31) and Thorndike-Lorge
frequency (M = 1.72, SD =0.24) taken from the Clark and Paivio (2004) extended norms. Cues
were divided into four lists of five nouns matched for frequency, imageability and concreteness.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed that the lists used in these tasks did not differ
significantly in concreteness [F(3,16) = .25, p = .86], imageability [F(3,16) = .22, p = .88] or
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for the past-future AI task, and two for the remote memory AI tasks (see Appendix A).
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Interview—Participants were instructed to recall or imagine an event and to generate as much
detail as possible within a three minute time-limit. The event generated in response to a cue
word did not have to strictly involve the named object; participants were encouraged to freely
associate so that they were successful in generating an event. Each event was required,
however, to be temporally and contextually specific (i.e., episodic), occurring over minutes or
hours, but not more than one day. Future events had to be plausible given the participant's
plans, and novel, that is, not previously experienced by the participant. Participants were asked
to, when possible, experience events from a field (i.e., seeing the event from the perspective
of being there) rather than an observer perspective (i.e., observing the self from an external
vantage point).
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For the duration of each trial, the relevant cue word was displayed on a computer screen along
with the task instruction (“recall past event” or “imagine future event”) and time-period (“past
few months”, “next few months”, or for the remote AI task, the relevant lifetime period). When
necessary, general probes were given to clarify instructions and encourage further description
of details. After three minutes, a bell sounded to indicate the end of the trial. Participants then
dated the event and rated it on a five-point scale for level of detail (1 = vague with no/few
details, 5 = vivid), emotionality (i.e., intensity of emotion experienced upon recalling/
imagining the event; 1=detachment, 5=highly emotional) and personal significance (i.e., how
life-changing the event is; 1=insignificant, 5=life-changing). Participants then estimated or
predicted the temporal distance of the event from the present. The interview took approximately
1-2 hours. Participants were tested individually, and responses were recorded using a digital
audio-recorder for later transcription.
Scoring—The standardized AI scoring procedure (Levine et al., 2002) was used. The events
were scored by a trained rater (L.M.) blind to group membership and the hypothesis of this
study. This rater (L.M.) scored events in a manner that was highly reliable with another two
raters in our laboratory (R.M. and L.P.). Reliability was established using a training set of 20
past and future events taken from our original study (Addis et al., 2008) that employed the
same adapted AI protocol as the current study. An intraclass correlation analysis indicated that
the three raters scored this set of transcripts in a highly reliable manner (two-way mixed model;
standardized Cronbach's alpha: internal detail score, .964; external detail score, .905).
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Each event was scored in the following manner. The central event was first identified; if more
than one event was mentioned, the event discussed in most detail that occurred over a brief
timeframe was selected as the central event. The average proportion of trials in which more
than one event was mentioned was .11 (SD = .10). The transcription was then segmented into
distinct details (i.e., chunks of information, e.g., a unique occurrence or thought), and these
details were categorized as internal (episodic information relating to the central event) or
external (nonepisodic information including semantic details, extended events and repetitions).
For each event, the number of internal and external details was tallied, and each total was then
averaged across the five events in each condition to create an internal and external AI score
for each condition in each participant.

Results
Neuropsychological Tests
In order to characterize the neuropsychological deficits in the AD group, we ran a series of
independent samples t-tests probing group differences on various neuropsychological tests
(Table 1). Using a threshold corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni p value = .003),
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there was evidence of significant impairment in the AD group relative to the control group on
the following tests: category fluency, all scores of the Cambridge Behaviour Prospective
Memory Test (i.e., time, event, object and place scores), the CERAD recall, delayed recall and
delayed recognition tests, MMSE (consistent with a diagnosis of AD in the AD group), Trail
Making Test A and B, Verbal Paired Associates I and II. Notably, the AD group performed on
floor for all of the prospective memory scores. Although numerical differences were evident
for performance on the Boston Naming Test and Phonemic (FAS) Fluency, these differences
did not survive the Bonferroni-corrected threshold, possibly due to increased variance in the
AD group. However, given the large numerical differences between the group means, we do
not wish to assert that these functions are preserved in the patient group.
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Performance on the Famous Names three-alternative forced choice recognition task (see Figure
1) was analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA with one within-subjects factor (decade)
and one between-subjects factor (group). This test revealed a main effect of group, F(1,30) =
8.20, p = .01, with AD patients exhibiting significantly poorer recognition performance (M =
15.90) than control participants (M = 18.12). There was also a significant main effect of decade,
F(1,115.66) = 6.41, p < .001, and a decade by group interaction, F(1,115.66) = 2.62, p = .04.
Post-hoc bonferroni t-tests revealed that recognition accuracy is higher for names from the 70s
relative to names from the 50s, 60s and 80s, and for names from the 90s relative to the 50s.
The group by decade interaction likely reflects the fact that while older controls exhibited
highest accuracy for names from the 70s and 90s, AD patients exhibited their best performance
for names from the 40s and 70s.
Phenomenology of past, future and remote events
The phenomenological qualities of past, future and remote autobiographical events are
presented in Table 2. To ensure that temporal distance of events did not differ significantly
between groups or temporal directions (past and future), dates of events (converted to weeks
from the present) were analyzed using repeated-measures ANOVA. Temporal distance did not
differ by temporal direction, F(1,30) = .84, p = .37. Importantly, temporal distance did not
differ between groups, F(1,30) = 1.54, p = .22, nor was there an interaction of temporal direction
and group, F(1,30) = .57, p = .47, meaning that any group differences on the AI cannot be
accounted for by temporal distance. For remote events, an independent samples t-test
confirmed that the temporal distance of remote events also did not differ between groups, t =
-1.49, p = .15.
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We also examined whether the phenomenological qualities of events differed across group and
temporal direction, given that such differences could change interpretations of other effects.
Wilcoxon Sign tests indicated that there were no differences between past and future events in
terms of emotional intensity (p = .18) or personal significance (p = .58). There was, however,
evidence that past events were rated as more detailed than future events (p < .001), in line with
previous findings that experienced events are more detailed than imagined events (M. K.
Johnson, Foley, Suengas, & Raye, 1988). Importantly, Mann-Whitney U tests showed that
there were no group differences in detail, emotional intensity or personal significance for past,
future or remote events (all p values were above 0.18).
Verification of past events
We corroborated a sample of the five past events generated by 13 of the AD patients with their
spouses (3 patients/spouses could not be contacted). This verification process occurred
approximately 1.5 years after the data were collected, and thus it was only feasible to enquire
about those events that the spouse would be likely to remember years later (i.e., we did not
attempt to verify seemingly trivial events). For 11 patients, we enquired about 2 events and the
spouse verified both events for all patients. For another 2 patients, we enquired about 1 event,
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and the event from one of these patients was verified. Thus, we were unable to verify the past
event in only 1 of 13 patients; even in the single instance of non-confirmation, the spouse was
unsure of whether the event had occurred or not rather than characterizing the event as a likely
confabulation. These observations suggest that the rate of confabulation in these mild AD
patients is very low, consistent with evidence suggesting that confabulation is typically evident
only in patients with frontal (particularly ventromedial) pathology (Baddeley & Wilson,
1986; Kopelman, 2002; Kopelman, Wilson, & Baddeley, 1989)
Adapted Autobiographical Interview - Past-Future AI Task
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We conducted a 2 (Temporal Direction: Past, Future) x 2 (Detail: Internal, External) x 2 (Group:
Control, AD) mixed factorial ANOVA with repeated factors of Temporal Direction and Detail
and between factor of Group. Of most interest here, we found a significant main effect of
Group, with AD patients producing fewer details when describing past and future events than
did healthy control participants, F(1,30) = 17.26, p < .001 (see Figure 2). Although the mean
difference between the control and AD group was more pronounced for internal (mean
difference = 18.95) than external (mean difference = 6.23), the interaction of Detail and Group
failed to reach significance, F(1,30)=3.08, p = .09. There was a significant main effect of Detail,
F(1,30) = 4.43, p = .04, reflecting increased generation of external versus internal details across
groups and temporal direction. There was also a significant interaction of Detail and Temporal
Direction, F(1,30) = 15.73, p < .001. Post-hoc bonferroni tests revealed that this interaction
reflected higher amounts of internal detail for past (M= 37.97) than future (M=28.20) events
(p<.001), while external detail was higher for future (M=44.25) than past (M=37.18) events
(p=.02). No other interactions were significant (all p values > .26).
In order to assess whether the testing location influenced the results, we re-computed a 2
(Temporal Direction: Past, Future) x 2 (Detail: Internal, External) x 2 (Testing Location: Home,
Laboratory) mixed factorial ANOVA with repeated factors of Temporal Direction and Detail
and between factor of Testing Location. Importantly, there was no main effect of Testing
Location, F(1,30)=2.90, p=.10. Although the 6 control subjects and 1 AD subject tested in the
laboratory generated, on average, more details (M=42.74) than the 15 AD and 10 control
subjects tested at home (M=35.26), this pattern suggests that being tested at home in an
environment rich with cues does not result in higher levels of detail. In fact, this trend may
reflect the fact that only higher functioning older adults and AD patients might choose to travel
into the laboratory for testing. Indeed the mean MMSE for those participants tested in the lab
(28.14) was numerically higher than those tested at home (26.68), though it is noted this
difference was not significant, t(30)=.98, p=.34. Testing Location did not interact significantly
with Detail, F(1,30)=0.31, p=.58, or Temporal Direction, F(1,30)=0.14, p=.72.
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The ability to generate internal and external detail could be greatly influenced by deficits in
fluency abilities, as measured by phonemic (FAS) and semantic (category) fluency. As reported
above, the AD patients were significantly impaired on category fluency, and showed a nonsignificant reduction in performance on phonemic fluency. Given that these deficits could
confound the results on the AI, we re-ran the analysis including the fluency measures as
covariates. Moreover, the number of females was higher in the control group, and because
females tend to have longer and more detailed memories of past experiences than males (Fivush
& Buckner, 2003), we also included gender as a covariate. Thus, we computed a 2 (Temporal
Direction: Past, Future) x 2 (Detail: Internal, External) x 2 (Group: Control, AD) mixed
factorial ANCOVA with repeated factors of Temporal Direction and Detail, between factor of
Group, and three covariates (FAS, Category Fluency and Gender). Although none of these
covariates reached significance, it seems the FAS covariate explained more variance, F(1,27)
=3.55, p=.07, than Category Fluency, F(1,27)=.25, p=.63, or Gender, F(1,27)=.40, p=.53.
Certainly, including these covariates resulted in some changes in the results. For instance,
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including the covariates eliminated the main effect of Detail, F(1,27)=0.05, p=.82; in the
previous analysis, this effect had reflected more significantly more external than internal details
generated overall. Additionally, the interaction of Detail and Temporal Direction, which in the
previous analysis had reflected the higher number of internal details for past vs. future events
contrasting with the higher number of external details for future vs. past events, was no longer
significant, F(1,27) = 0.27, p = .61. The elimination of these two effects with the inclusion of
gender and fluency covariates, and the trend towards significance for the FAS covariate,
suggests that the over-generation of external details, particularly for future events, is related
to phonemic fluency abilities. Although the overall Group effect remained significant, F(1,27)
=5.96, p=.02), there is evidence to suggest that this difference was only apparent for internal
details. Specifically, inclusion of the fluency covariates resulted in a slight strengthening of
the interaction of Detail and Group, F(1,27)=3.53, p = .07. Although this interaction is still
only a trend, including the fluency covariates reduced the estimated mean group difference for
external details from 6.23 to 0.59, while it increased the estimated group difference for internal
details from 18.95 to 20.90. Indeed, bonferroni post-hoc tests indicates this interaction reflects
a significant group difference for internal (p < .001) but not external (p=.95) detail. This pattern
suggests that including gender and fluency covariates controls for the higher production of
external details in healthy controls relative to AD patients, making this group difference less
significant. In contrast, the significant group difference for internal details is not affected by
the covariates. Overall, these results indicate that there is a significant deficit in generating
internal, but not external, details for both past and future events even when group differences
in phonemic fluency are accounted for.
Correlations between past and future AI scores were computed across all subjects. To control
for overall level of cognitive decline, performance on the MMSE was partialled from all
correlations. We replicated previous findings of strong correlations between past and future
internal (r = .60, p < .001) and external (r = .64, p < .001) scores (Figure 3). In contrast, past
internal and external scores were uncorrelated (r = -.13, p = .25) as were future internal and
external scores (r = -.24, p = .10). Partial correlations, controlling not only for MMSE but also
phonemic (FAS) fluency, semantic (category) fluency and gender, were computed. Overall,
the pattern of correlations did not change. Past and future internal (r = .62, p < .001) and external
(r = .61, p < .001) scores were again strongly correlated. Past internal and external scores
remained uncorrelated (r = -.20, p = .15), though the correlation between future internal and
external scores approached significance (r = -.30, p = .06).
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A possible concern, at least in the AD group, is that confabulation of past events underlies the
strong correspondence between past and future events: if patients were actually fabricating
`memories' of past events, then they would have been imagining events in both the past and
future conditions. However, as noted earlier, the verification of past events generated by AD
patients indicates that confabulation is almost non-existent in this group of mild AD patients.
Moreover, it is notable that the correlations between past and future events are evident not only
in AD patients but also healthy control participants, who are very unlikely to confabulate.
Adapted Autobiographical Interview - Remote Events
In order to analyze remote memory across the lifespan, we conducted a 5 (Lifetime Period:
Childhood, Teenage Years, Early Adulthood, Middle Adulthood, Recent Adulthood) x 2
(Detail: Internal, External) x 2 (Group: Control, AD) mixed factorial ANOVA with repeated
factors of Lifetime Period and Detail and between factor of Group. The only significant effect
was that of Group, F(1,30)=7.90, p < .01 (see Figure 4). Although subjects generated more
external (M=35.62) than internal (M = 29.64) details overall, this difference did not reach
significance, F(1,30)=2.99, p=.09. Similarly, although the mean difference between the control
and AD group was more pronounced for internal (mean difference = 16.00) than external (mean
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difference = 3.36), the interaction of Detail and Group failed to reach significance, F(1,30)
=3.34, p = .08. The effect of life-time period approached significance, F(2.93,87.10)=2.30, p
= .08, and although it appeared that only the control group exhibited a `reminiscence bump' enhanced recall of events from teenager and early adult years -the interaction of Group and
Lifetime Period failed to reach significance, F(2.93,87.10)=2.38, p = .08.
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We also conducted a 5 (Lifetime Period: Childhood, Teenage Years, Early Adulthood, Middle
Adulthood, Recent Adulthood) x 2 (Detail: Internal, External) x 2 (Group: Control, AD) mixed
factorial ANCOVA with repeated factors of Lifetime Period and Detail, between factor of
Group, and three covariates (FAS, Category Fluency and Gender). Controlling for fluency
ability and gender resulted in the elimination of the main effect of Group, F(1,27)=1.18, p=.
29. Indeed, including the covariates brought the estimated marginal group means closer
together, by slightly reducing the control group (from 37.47 to 35.29) and slightly increasing
the AD group mean (from 27.79 to 29.97). Moreover, including covariates also reduced the
significance of any effects related to Detail or Lifetime Period. Thus, the trends evident for the
main effect of Detail, Lifetime Period, the interaction of Detail and Group and the interaction
of Lifetime Period and Group were no longer evident (p values > .33). As was evident for the
Past-Future AI analysis, it was the phonemic (FAS) fluency covariate that was the most
influential covariate, F(1,27)=4.18, p=.05; semantic (Category) fluency, F(1,27)=0.001, p=.
97, and gender, F(1,27)=0.53, p=.47, explained little variance. These results suggest that for
remote memory, the group difference in the ability to generate internal and external details is,
at least in part, related to differences in phonemic fluency.
Correlations between remote AI scores and past-future AI scores were computed across all
subjects, controlling for MMSE. This analysis revealed strong correlations between remote
and past scores for internal (r = .61, p < .001) and external (r = .52, p = .004) details. A similar
correlation was evident for remote and future external details (r = .69, p < .001) but it did not
reach significance for internal details (r = .35, p = .07). We also conducted partial correlations,
controlling not only for MMSE but also phonemic (FAS) fluency, semantic (category) fluency
and gender. Overall, the pattern of correlations did not change. The magnitude of the
correlations between remote and past scores for internal (r = .54, p = .001) and external (r = .
45, p = .01) details were slightly reduced but remained significant. The correlation between
remote and future external details remained significant (r = .67, p < .001), and the trend for a
significant correlation of remote and future internal details further approached significance
when the effect of fluency measures was partialled out (r = .30, p = .06).
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Autobiographical Interview of Past and Future Events
This study is the first to investigate whether AD patients exhibit impairments in the ability to
simulate future events. Given that in AD, the regions of the core network found to support
remembering and imagining in young adults are structurally and functionally compromised,
we hypothesized that AD patients should exhibit deficits not only in remembering but also
future simulation. The results of the current study support this hypothesis. Relative to healthy
older adults, the patients generated significantly fewer internal episodic details when describing
both past and future events.
It is worth noting that this deficit in generating internal details persisted even when phonemic
and semantic fluency abilities and gender were included as covariates. Moreover, this group
difference cannot be accounted for by differences in the phenomenology of events generated
by AD and control participants; the mean temporal distance of events from the present, the
emotional intensity, and personal significance did not differ by group. Further, the group
difference cannot be explained by testing location. The majority of AD patients were tested at
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home, an environment rich with potential retrieval cues. Even so, these patients exhibited a
deficit in the ability to generate internal episodic details for past and future events. Moreover,
the ANOVA examining the effect of testing location revealed no difference in the ability to
generate past and future details. The number of details generated was numerically higher in
those subjects who were tested in the laboratory. However, this trend may reflect only that
more higher-functioning participants choose to travel into the laboratory for testing.
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The finding that AD patients showed a deficit in generating internal details for imagined future
episodes is consistent with a growing number of findings that populations with deficits in
episodic memory, including older adults (Addis et al., 2008), amnesic patients (Hassabis,
Kumaran, Vann et al., 2007) and depressed individuals (Williams et al., 1996), also experience
difficulties in imagining specific future episodes. As we observed in the current study, even if
some description of a past or future event is produced, it appears that the event representation
lacks the rich level of specific episodic details typically generated by healthy controls (Addis
et al., 2008; Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann et al., 2007). Moreover, Hassabis and colleagues
(2007) found that amnesic patients with hippocampal damage exhibited not only a deficit in
the number of details generated but also the integration of the details into a coherent event
representation. These findings also converge with recent neuroimaging findings suggesting
that the hippocampus is not only engaged by remembering and imagining (e.g., Addis et al.,
2007; Botzung et al., 2008; Hassabis, Kumaran, & Maguire, 2007; Okuda et al., 2003, see
Schacter and Addis, 2009, for a review of related evidence) but that hippocampal activity is
specifically correlated with the amount of detail comprising past and future events (Addis &
Schacter, 2008). The constructive episodic simulation hypothesis (Schacter & Addis, 2007a,
2007b) proposes that the hippocampus is crucial to future simulation because it enables not
only the extraction of relevant details, but the recombination and integration of these various
details into coherent future events. Others have proposed that the role of medial temporal
regions in remembering and imagining reflects the process of constructing a vivid and spatially
coherent scene (i,e., scene construction; Hassabis & Maguire, 2007). Indeed, patients with
hippocampal damage exhibit a lack of spatial coherence when imagining scenes (Hassabis,
Kumaran, Vann et al., 2007). However, an impaired ability to construct a scene likely reflects
difficulty in retrieving details from episodic memory. Thus, given (1) the role of the
hippocampus in retrieving details from episodic memory and the process of constructing a
scenario, and (2) that the hippocampus is a prime site of neuropathology in AD, it is not
surprising the patients in the present study generated significantly fewer episodic details than
healthy controls.
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However, the hippocampus is not the only region that is commonly activated by past and future
events, and thus other regions in the core network may be critical to the deficits evident here.
There is evidence of reduced glucose metabolism, atrophy and amyloid deposition in medial
and lateral parietal regions. In particular, medial parietal regions such as the posterior cingulate
and precuneus may be involved early in the course of AD - along with the medial temporal
lobes (Buckner et al., 2005). Medial parietal regions are strongly engaged by both remembering
past events (Cabeza & St Jacques, 2007; Svoboda, McKinnon, & Levine, 2006; Wagner,
Shannon, Kahn, & Buckner, 2005) and imagining future events (Schacter, Addis, & Buckner,
2007; Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2009); damage to this region can result in memory deficits (e.g.,
Gainotti, Almonti, Di Betta, & Silveri, 1998; Heilman et al., 1990; Rudge & Warrington,
1991; Valenstein et al., 1987). In a recent study, Summerfield, Hassabis and Maguire (2009)
examined the contributions of medial parietal cortex to the representation of real and imaginary
events that featured the self or others. They found the precuneus to be active across various
types of event representations. Given that all the event types required some degree of visual
imagery, this finding is consistent with a suggested link between the precuneus and episodic
imagery processes (Fletcher et al., 1995). Importantly, this study was able to distinguish
between the contributions of subregions of the precuneus, retrosplenial cortex and posterior
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cingulate. Specifically, subregions of the precuneus and the posterior cingulate were modulated
by the `realness' of the event. Although the paradigm in this study differed from the current
one in that representations of imagined events were recalled from a prior construction and not
constructed for the first time, the finding that the posterior cingulate responds to the `realness'
of an event still suggests that dysfunction of this region might result in a differential deficit in
the ability to remember real experiences. However, this was not evident in the present study,
where there was no effect of temporal direction, and both past and future events were affected.
Summerfield et al. (2009) and others (S. C. Johnson et al., 2002; Maddock, 1999; Northoff &
Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al., 2006) have linked the activity of posterior cingulate and
retrosplenial cortex to the `selfness' and emotionality of event representations. However, the
AD group did not differ from controls in terms of the subjective ratings of emotionality and
personal significance (i.e., the importance of the event to the self) of the past and future events
generated. This observation suggests that if there is dysfunction in medial parietal regions, it
did not affect the emotional and/or self components of the events generated. More relevant
here, others have suggested that retrosplenial cortex, along with the precuneus, is specifically
related to the recollection of details (Wagner et al., 2005). Thus, retrosplenial dysfunction could
underlie the impaired generation of internal details evident in the AD group. It is not possible
in the current study, however, to tease apart whether the reduction in internal details is related
to dysfunction of the medial temporal lobes, the retrosplenial cortex, or both regions.
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There is evidence of dysfunction in lateral parietal cortex in Alzheimer's disease (Buckner et
al., 2005). Recent neuroimaging (Svoboda et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2005) studies have also
implicated the lateral parietal region in episodic memory retrieval; moreover, this region is
also engaged during the simulation of future events (Schacter et al., 2007; Spreng et al.,
2009). These observations have led to debate regarding the nature of the lateral parietal
contribution to episodic memory. Some have argued it is the perception that the information
being retrieved is “old” (Wheeler & Buckner, 2004), while others have proposed this region
may support attention to internal memory representations (Cabeza, Ciaramelli, Olson, &
Moscovitch, 2008; Wagner et al., 2005). Others have suggested this region, along with medial
parietal regions, is responsive to the retrieval of contextual details (Wagner et al., 2005).
Davidson et al. (2008) recently examined memory function in six patients with lateral parietal
damage. They found evidence that recollection but not familiarity was disrupted on an
anterograde episodic memory task. However, with respect to a retrograde autobiographical
memory, neither recollection nor familiarity was impaired. Using the Autobiographical
Interview, they found that on average, patients with lateral parietal lesions tended to generate
more external and fewer internal details than control subjects. However, only in one patient
was the overproduction of external details significantly different from controls, and the
reduction of internal details was not significant in any of the patients. These findings would
suggest, then, that dysfunction in the lateral parietal cortex is not as detrimental to the ability
to access episodic details as hippocampal dysfunction appears to be (Addis et al., 2008;
Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann et al., 2007).
Not all of the neural regions reported as active during the imagining of future events are also
engaged by remembering past events. For instance, neuroimaging studies indicated that the
right frontal pole is involved in the construction of future events (Addis et al., 2007; Okuda et
al., 2003). Moreover, activity in the frontopolar region correlates with the amount of futureoriented or intentional detail comprising the future event (Addis & Schacter, 2008; Okuda et
al., 2003). Lesion and neuroimaging studies have also implicated this region in prospective
memory (Burgess, Quayle, & Frith, 2001; Burgess, Veitch, de Lacy Costello, & Shallice,
2000; Okuda et al., 1998). Interestingly, in the present study, the AD group was very impaired
on a measure of prospective memory, in line with previous work (e.g., Duchek, Balota, &
Cortese, 2006; Huppert & Beardsall, 1993; Martins & Damasceno, 2008). Whether or not this
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severe prospective memory deficit reflects early dysfunction in the frontopolar region, it still
may contribute to the reduction of details generated, at least for future events.
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Another aim of the current study was to ascertain whether patients with AD would exhibit
deficits in the non-episodic content of past and future events. Other studies using the AI have
reported that while healthy older adults generate fewer internal details than younger adults for
both past (Addis et al., 2008; Levine et al., 2002) and future (Addis et al., 2008) events, they
also generate more external details than young adults. This pattern of decreased internal and
increased external details for past events has also been reported in MCI patients relative to
healthy older adults (Murphy et al., 2008). While this general pattern is suggestive of an
increased reliance on external semantic details when unable to generate internal episodic
details, we were not certain whether AD patients would also exhibit this pattern. Although
most patients (approximately 70%) with amnestic MCI have underlying AD pathology, the
assumption is that in this early pre-clinical stage of the disease the pathology predominantly
affects medial temporal lobe function, producing deficits in episodic memory in the relative
absence of other cognitive deficits (Petersen & Negash, 2008). Because in AD the
neuropathological changes extend beyond the medial temporal regions to other cortical areas
including the lateral temporal regions that support semantic memory, we speculated that
external details might be impaired in our AD patients as well. Consistent with this possibility,
Leyhe et al. (in press) documented declines in both episodic and semantic aspects of
autobiographical memory for recent events in a population of MCI patients who they
characterized as more impaired than the MCI patients studied by Murphy et al. (2008) that
exhibited selective deficits in remembering episodic details. Moreover, it was possible that if
there is an impairment in external details, it may be tempered by the tendency to overproduce
external details and thus might not be as severe as the deficit in internal details. Indeed, this
was what we found: there was some decline in the production of external details in AD patients
relative to healthy controls, but unlike the impairment in internal details, the decline in external
details was not statistically significant when fluency abilities were accounted for.
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Even though the lack of a significant deficit in semantic autobiographical memory could be
related to the typical overproduction of external details on the AI, this finding contrasts with
many studies that do report impairment of personal semantics in AD (e.g., Addis & Tippett,
2004; Graham & Hodges, 1997; Greene & Hodges, 1996; Greene et al., 1995; Hou, Miller, &
Kramer, 2005; Kopelman, 1989). It is important to consider the fact that this study examined
semantic autobiographical memory when it is retrieved as an integral part of an event
description. Other studies reporting personal semantic deficits in AD have used the
Autobiographical Memory Interview (Kopelman et al., 1990) or autobiographical fluency
(Dritschel et al., 1992); both methods assess semantic autobiographical knowledge by probing
memory for personal facts (e.g., names of childhood friends, addresses, etc.). However,
personal semantic memory on these measures have been found to load onto working memory
measures, such as divided attention (Greene et al., 1995). Thus, it is possible that retrieving
personal semantic information in the context of an episodic event description provides some
form of executive support for retrieving semantic information, and as such, a significant deficit
is not evident on the AI.
Neuropsychological testing revealed that the AD patients do exhibit some level of impairment
of general semantic information. For instance, performance on the recognition of famous names
was impaired for names encountered across the lifespan. Moreover, the AD patients were
significantly impaired on semantic (Category) fluency. However, although performance was
impaired relative to healthy controls on other aspects of semantic memory, such as
confrontation naming of objects (e.g., on the Boston Naming Test), this group difference was
not significant. This finding suggests that in this sample of AD patients there was some sparing
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of semantic knowledge, possibly enough to still enable the generation of external details when
describing past and future events.
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Overall, the present results, in conjunction with the findings of Murphy et al. (2008), are
consistent with the idea that memory function in amnestic MCI is at an intermediary point
between healthy aging and clinical AD (Petersen & Negash, 2008). While amnestic MCI
patients exhibit significant declines in memory for internal episodic details, as do AD patients,
it appears they can still rely on strategies also used by older adults -- such as overproduction
of external details -- when describing past and future events. This pattern of performance likely
reflects the extent of neuropathological changes within the core network in patients with MCI
versus AD. Most patients with amnestic MCI show AD pathology mainly in the medial
temporal lobes and anterior cingulate (e.g., Chetelat et al., 2002). Other regions of the core
network engaged by remembering and imagining, such as lateral temporal regions, are largely
spared in amnestic MCI. This pattern is in contrast to the pattern of AD neuropathology in
patients with clinical AD, in which prefrontal, parietal, and lateral temporal cortices are also
sites of amyloid deposition (Buckner et al., 2005). It is thought lateral temporal regions in
particular support the retrieval of conceptual autobiographical information which may be
incorporated into descriptions of past and future events (Schacter et al., 2007; Schacter, Addis,
& Buckner, 2008). Thus it is not surprising that AD patients exhibit some semantic memory
deficits, including being less able to generate external details. These findings do raise an
interesting direction for future neuroimaging studies, to determine whether the medial aspects
of the core network support the episodic component of future simulation while more lateral
regions support the semantic component.
Correspondence between Past and Future Events
There was a striking similarity between performance on the past and future events tasks. Not
only was the pattern of results (significant decline for internal details; non-significant decline
for external details) evident across both the past and future tasks, there was strong
correspondence across performance on the tasks. Specifically, there were positive correlations
between the past and future internal (.60) and external (.64) AI scores, and these strong
correlations were evident even when controlling for general cognitive decline (MMSE),
phonemic (FAS) and semantic (Category) fluency. These results replicate the pattern of
correlations between AI scores we previously found with young and older adults (Addis et al.,
2008). Moreover, the correspondence across past and future is consistent with neuroimaging
evidence indicating that remembering past events and simulating future events relies on the
same core network (e.g., Addis et al., in press; Addis et al., 2007; Botzung et al., 2008; Hassabis,
Kumaran, & Maguire, 2007; Okuda et al., 2003; Szpunar et al., 2007, for review, see Schacter,
Addis, & Buckner, 2007, 2008).
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Also consistent with previous findings, only the correlations between past and future scores
were significant; correlations between past internal and external scores and between future
internal and external scores were not significant (Addis et al., 2008). However, it is noted that
the negative correlation between future internal and external scores approached significance
when the covariates were included (r = -.299, p = .06). This finding suggests that when
controlling for cognitive decline and fluency abilities, those subjects who generate more
external details generate fewer internal details.
This is not to say that there are no differences across past and future events. Our initial ANOVA
revealed a significant interaction of temporal direction and detail. This interaction reflected
more internal details for past than future events, consistent with previous findings that
representations of previously experienced events are more detailed than imagined events
(Addis et al., in press; Addis et al., 2008; D'Argembeau & van der Linden, 2004; M. K. Johnson
et al., 1988). This interaction also resulted from future events containing more external details
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than past events, perhaps indicating the individuals rely more heavily on access to semantic
information in generating an event simulation because episodic details are less available. That
this interaction was no longer significant once phonemic fluency abilities were accounted for
suggests that phonemic fluency may play an important role in the production of external details
for future events in particular.
Remote and Prospective Memory
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In order to fully characterize the autobiographical memory deficits of the present sample of
AD patients, we also had subjects complete the AI for remote events spanning five lifetime
periods. While the AD group showed a significant deficit for generating internal and external
details relative to older controls, this group difference was eliminated once gender, semantic
(Category) fluency and phonemic (FAS) fluency abilities were accounted for. Moreover, the
phonemic fluency covariate in this analysis was significant. This pattern of results suggests
that, although phonemic fluency is related to the generation of external details on the pastfuture AI task, with respect for remote events, phonemic fluency is important for generating
both external and internal details. This observation highlights the importance of accounting
for fluency abilities when examining deficits in remote autobiographical memory in AD,
particularly when using measures such as the AI, and likely autobiographical fluency (Dritschel
et al., 1992). However, controlling for fluency abilities and gender did not alter the overall
pattern of significant correlations between the internal and external detail scores for remote
memory and the past-future AI task.
As mentioned briefly above, we assessed non-personal semantic memory function across the
lifespan using the Famous Names three-alternative forced choice recognition task (Westmacott
& Moscovitch, 2002). This test examines memory for names of famous individuals who entered
popular culture in the US during different decades of the 20th century. Using this test,
Westmacott and colleagues (Westmacott, Freedman, Black, Stokes, & Moscovitch, 2004)
found that patients with AD exhibited a temporal gradient, with better recognition of names
from more remote time periods. In the present study, we did find a significant group by timeperiod interaction. While both groups show enhanced recall of names from the 70s, the pattern
across the other decades is broadly consistent with AD patients showing preservation of more
remote semantic memory (e.g., names from the 40s) and controls showing better recognition
of recent names (e.g., names from the 90s).
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We also assessed the integrity of prospective memory in AD, using the Cambridge Behaviour
Prospective Memory Test (Groot et al., 2002). This task revealed that in mild AD, prospective
memory function is very much impaired irrespective of the cue used (e.g., to remember at a
specified time or after a specified event occurs) or the time of information to be remembered
(e.g., object or place information). This finding is consistent with other reports that prospective
memory is impaired early in AD (e.g., Duchek et al., 2006; Huppert & Beardsall, 1993; Martins
& Damasceno, 2008), and also in preclinical AD / MCI (Jones, Livner, & Backman, 2006;
Troyer & Murphy, 2007).
In summary, the major finding of this study is that patients with AD exhibit deficits not only
in remembering past events but also simulating future events. This impairment predominantly
affects the ability to generate the episodic details comprising past and future events. Although
there was some evidence of a reduction in the number of non-episodic details produced by AD
patients, this was not significant. There was a tight correspondence between past and future
events, with the number of internal details and the number of external details showing strong
correlations between past and future events. These findings converge with previous
neuropsychological and neuroimaging work, and further supports the idea advanced in the
constructive episodic simulation hypothesis that being able to remember one's past is crucial
for imagining one's future.
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Figure 1.

Mean recognition accuracy score for each decade (1940s to 1990s) for AD patients and healthy
older controls on the three-alternative forced choice famous names recognition task.
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Figure 2.

Mean number of internal and external details generated for past and future events by patients
with AD and healthy older controls. Error bars represent standard errors of the means.
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Figure 3.
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Scatter plots and regression lines showing the correlations between the numbers of internal
details in generated past and future events (top left, r = .60, p < .001), the numbers of external
details in generated past and future events (top right, r = .64, p < .001), the numbers of internal
and external details in generated past events (bottom left, r = -.13, p = .25), and the numbers
of internal and external details in generated future events (bottom right; r = -.24, p = .10).
Partialling out phonemic and semantic fluency abilities and gender did not change the overall
pattern of correlations, except that the correction of future internal and external details
approached significance (p = .06).
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Figure 4.

Mean number of internal (top panel) and external (bottom panel) details generated for remote
past events by patients with AD and healthy older controls. Five lifetime periods were assessed:
early childhood, up to 10 years old; teenage years, 11 to 18 years old; early adulthood, 19 to
35 years old; middle adulthood, 36 to 55 years old; recent adulthood, 55 to 65 years old. Error
bars represent standard errors of the means.
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Table 1

Demographic and neuropsychological characteristics of participants
Group means (SD):

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Demographic/neuropsychological characteristic

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Control

AD

Gender

6M/10F

11M/5F

Age (years)

78.75 (5.17)

77.06 (8.10)

Education (years)

16.38 (2.68)

14.69 (2.73)

Boston Naming Test - Short Form (max 15)

14.31 (1.14)

12.13 (3.56)

Category (semantic) fluency (total score; no max)*

47.63 (9.82)

26.75 (10.90)

CERAD Recall (max 30)*

24.5 (3.48)

10.31 (3.38)

CERAD Delayed Recall (max 10)*

8.31 (1.78)

1.06 (1.65)

CERAD Delayed Recognition (max 10)*

10.0 (0.00)

6.19 (2.48)

Mini-Mental State Examination (max 30)*

29.63 (.719)

24.38 (3.18)

Phonemic (FAS) fluency (total score; no max)

49.13 (12.67)

35.13 (17.17)

Trail Making Test Part A (seconds; no max)*

29.69 (7.14)

75.88 (16.31)

Trail Making Test Part B (seconds; no max)*

56.50 (17.09)

206.69 (77.89)

Verbal Paired Associates I (Recall Total Score; max 32)*

21.56 (6.50)

1.44 (3.29)

Verbal Paired Associates II (Recall Total Score; max 8)*

6.56 (1.46)

0.25 (0.77)

Time score (max 4)*

3.44 (1.26)

0.19 (0.75)

Event score (max 4)*

2.25 (1.61)

0.00 (0.00)

Object score (max 5)*

4.13 (1.78)

0.06 (0.25)

Place score (max 5)*

4.06 (1.81)

0.06 (0.25)

Demographics

Standard Neuropsychological Tests

Cambridge Behaviour Prospective Memory Test

Note: Standard deviations given in parentheses. AD = Alzheimer's disease group; CERAD = Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease;
F = female; M = male; max = maximum score attainable
*

p < .003 (Bonferroni corrected threshold)
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Table 2

Phenomenological qualities of past, future and remote autobiographical events
Group

Past events

Future events

Remote events

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Mean temporal distance of event from the present (sd)
Control Group

9.85 weeks (8.88)

9.56 weeks (4.30)

47.68 years (5.37)

AD Group

8.37 weeks (12.60)

5.40 weeks (3.16)

51.37 years (8.34)

Mean rating of subjective detail (sd)*
Control Group

4.40 (0.53)

3.88 (0.76)

3.99 (0.62)

AD Group

4.14 (0.61)

3.77 (0.68)

4.27 (0.70)

Mean rating of emotional intensity of event (sd)
Control Group

3.59 (0.94)

3.50 (0.92)

3.59 (0.87)

AD Group

3.58 (0.98)

3.36 (1.01)

3.68 (1.16)

Mean rating of personal significance of event (sd)
Control Group

3.58 (1.05)

3.73 (0.94)

3.69 (0.97)

AD Group

3.45 (0.84)

3.45 (0.98)

3.94 (0.78)

Note. Standard deviations given in parentheses. Past and future events did not differ significantly in terms of temporal distance, emotional intensity or
personal significance. There were no group differences on any of these dimensions for past, future or remote events.
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*

Past events were more detailed than future events, p < .001.
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